
LISTENING – INDIA CROWDED CITIES

A. GLOBAL COMPREHENSION

1. What type of document is it ?   A  TV report     an interview   speech    A TV commercial

2. Where does the scene take place ?

3. Who can you hear ? (number of people?genders? Jobs ? any other information?)

4. What is it about ?

B. DETAILED COMPREHENSION

1. List the names of places you heard

2. List the time expressions (dates, duration...)

3. List the numbers

4. what do these numbers refer to ? (complete your notes above)

Part 1 : from the beginning to 1'23

1. Complete the sentence 
 « every second, someone ____ in the _____.Every 2 seconds, _______ are ______ somewhere »

2. What will happen within 20 years as a consequence of the sentence above ?

3. What are the consequences in India ?

4. What do you understand about the 1st Indian man who speaks on the video.

What was his job ?                        Where did he live before ?                Where does he live now ?

Why did he leave the place where he lived before ? (give 3 reasons)

Is he an isolated cas ? (justify your answer )

Part 2 : from 1'23 to 1'59

1. What are the consequence of this migration ?

2. How many inhabitants are there in India according to the census mentioned ?

3. What must the Indian government do ? (complete the sentence)

« Information from the census prompts the government to ________ ressources for _________  ______

and _________ care. »

part 3 : from 1'59 to the end

1. Who is the second Indian man 's relationship to the 1st man we heard in part 1 ?



2. What did he decide to do ?

3. What are the 2 possible perpspective for him in a near future ?


